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Issues

The Applicant was injured in a motor vehicle accident on January 30 2014 and sought accident

benefits from the Insurer payableunder the Schedule
1

The parties were unable to resolve their

disputes through mediation and the Applicant through his representative applied for arbitration

at the Financial Services Commission ofOntario under the Insurance Act R S O 1990 c 1 8 as

amended

The StatutoryAccident Benefits Schedule Effective September 1 2010 Ontario Regulation 34 10 as

amended
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The issues in this Hearing are

1 Did the Applicant sustain a catastrophic impairment within the meaningof the Schedule as

a result ofthe accident

2 Is the Applicant entitled to receive a weekly income replacement in the amount of 326 00

per week
2

less amounts paid from February 6 20143 to date and ongoing

3 Is the Applicant entitled to receive a medical benefit in the amount of 5 005 45 for OT

services and assistive devices service provider Kindree OT Services dated June 15 2015

4 Is the Applicant entitled to attendant care benefits in the amount of 2 036 27 per month

from January 30 2014 to date and ongoing

5 Is the Insurer liable to pay a special award because it unreasonablywithheld or delayed

payments to the Applicant

6 Is the Applicant entitled to interest for the overdue payment ofbenefits

7 Is the Insurer liable to pay the Applicants expenses in respect of the arbitration

8 Is the Applicant liable to pay the Insurers expenses in respect of the arbitration

Result

I The Applicant did not suffer a catastrophic impairmentas a result of the accident

2 The Applicant is entitled to receive a weekly income replacement in the amount of

326 00 per week less amounts paid from February 6 2014 to date and ongoing

3 The Applicant is not entitled to the claimed medical benefit

4 The Applicant is not entitled to the claimed attendant care benefits

5 The Applicant is not entitled to a special award

6 The Applicant is entitled to interest at the rate of 1 per month on any unpaidbenefits

7 If the parties are unable to agree on the entitlement to or quantum of the expenses of this

matter the parties may request an appointmentwith me for determination of same in

accordance with Rules 75 to 79 of the Dispute Resolution Practice Code

2
The weekly amount is established by the agreement of the Applicant and the Insurer based on the

Applicants pre accident employment income and other payments being received by the Applicant
3

Although the original Pre Hearing Letter indicated January 30 2014 as the date of the accident the income

replacement benefit only begins after the first week

2
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EVIDENCE AND ANALYSIS

FACTS

The followingdetermination of facts is based on the oral evidence of the witnesses and the

documents filed

Accident and Injuries

The Applicant was a seat belted driver of his automobile when while exiting a parking lot to the

main street his car was T boned on the drivers side by another vehicle at approximately 3 00

p m the MVA His automobiles airbags deployed The Applicant had difficulty recalling the

period oftime immediatelyfollowingthe accident and may have lost consciousness The collision

caused the Applicant to strike the interior ofhis car on his left side causing injuries

The Applicantwas fitted with a cervical collar and placedon a backboard at the scene of the

accident by EMS staff He was transportedby ambulance to the Hamilton General at which time

his complaints included left sided arm and leg pain left sided abdominal pain and left shoulder

and neck pain Diagnostic imagingwas performedwhich did not detect any anomalies

The Applicantwas discharged from hospital at 19 50 the evening of the accident and advised to

follow up with his familyphysician

The ApplicantsHistory

Prior to the MVA the Applicant had a middle class life Born in Montenegro in 1962 the

Applicant immigrated to Canada in 1987 He was married with three children approaching

adulthood He has a grade eight education and his native tongue is Albanian I observed him to be

orally fluent in English although he indicated very poor to no fluency in reading or writing

English

The Applicanthad worked for Ford in Oakville ON since 1990 His brother had helped the

Applicant to obtain work at Ford as an assembler The Applicant worked a full time shift and

3
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sought as much overtime as was offered to him As part ofhis work as an assembler he was

always on his feet and would regularly lift heavy objects weighingup to 40 pounds

The Applicantand his family lived in a rural home The Applicant had personallybuilt an

extension to the home The Applicants marriage was breaking down at the time of the MVA His

familyphysician testified that on the same day as the MVA the Applicant received papers

relating to a divorce from his spouse The Applicants brother noted that the separationwith the

wife had preceded the MVA

Immediatelyprior to the MVA the Applicant had lower back pain reports with his employer

Specifically the Ford medical file relating to the Applicant shows the following relevant entries

January 17 2014 received Advil for lower back pain

a September25 2013 received Advil and ice for lower back pain Was givenmodified

duties for balance ofshift

October 15 2012 received ice and ibuprofen for back pain

June 20 2012 received ice and ibuprofen for back pain

May 28 2012 received ice and ibuprofen for back pain

March 7 2012 received ice and ibuprofen for back pain

February27 2012 returned to work on full duties after being on restricted duties for low

back pain since January 10 2012

January 10 2012 returned to work on restricted duties having been offofwork on

medical leave since March 1 2011

I have not excerptedother reports prior to two years before the MVA

The Applicant also had a record of WSIB and disabilityclaims with Ford

TheApplicantspost MVA Condition and Circumstances

Since the MVA the Applicant notes his condition has been deteriorating His most significant

complaint is ofpain He tries to control the pain with Tylenol 3 and recreational alcohol The pain

4
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affects his left shoulder and fmgers His left arm is sore from his neck to his hand The

Applicantspain gets worse if he walks too much The pain is worst in his head and shoulder The

Applicant acknowledgesback pain post MVA

The Applicantcomplains offeelingvery sad at times and also has memory difficulties He also

expresses difficulties with tasks requiring concentration He believes his mood has declined since

the MVA and suggests that he has never had a day where he is in a good mood since the accident

The Applicant does not perform any chores or duties around the house These are performedby

others He does drive short distances on his own He has also taken at least two trips to Eastern

Europe after the MVA On these trips he was accompaniedby relatives and he was visiting

relatives

The Applicants brother testified The Applicants familyphysician also testified Other than

testimonyof the Applicant himself these two witnesses testified to the change in the Applicant

after the MVA I found both of the witnesses credible and their testimony relating to changes

noted in the Applicants personalityand general demeanour was unshaken on cross examination

The familyphysicians testimony is compelling She notes that the Applicant since the MVA

complains ofheadaches and neck pain and is depressed He has gained30 to 40 pounds and is

drinking more than he should be With respect to the back pain pre and post MVA the family

physician notes his pain is no longer in the lower back which was the case pre MVA but is in the

neck and upper back including the trapezius She has diagnosed the Applicantwith post

concussion syndrome

In her clinical notes the familyphysician expressed an important observation on a note After a

record ofnotes relating to the Applicants continuing impairments on February 13 2015 she

writes 1 am convinced that the Applicant will never return to FORD Emphasis in original

Page 26 of Family Physicians ClinicalNotes and Records Applicants Document Brief Tab 5

5
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In addition to his injuries from the MVA a significant change in the Applicants life was

becoming separated from his wife and becoming affianced to his fiancée and having two children

with her The fiancée testified The Applicant and she met in February 2014 after the MVA She

was formally affianced to the Applicant on November 22 2014

The fiancée noted that she first met the Applicant through his sister Immediatelyafter the MVA

the sister was asking within the Albanian community for assistance The fiancée met the

Applicant and felt that she could assist with his care She notes that there was nothing romantic

about her relationshipwith the Applicant She felt more pity than love for him

The fiancée provides certain care functions for the Applicant She organizeshis pills on a weekly

basis she clips his toenails She tries to organize his time When the fiancée took a trip to Eastern

Europe in June of2015 she hired someone who was paid 850 to look after the Applicant

The fiancée has had two children by the Applicant since the MVA Neither was plannedby the

couple The first child was born on November 27 2015 the second on February 9 2017 The

Applicant did not attend either birth He does not help with childcare nor does the fiancée trust

him to leave children alone with him

The fiancée has also adopted three nieces the daughters ofher deceased sister whom she has

sponsored for immigration into Canada The three nieces live in the Applicants home and help

with the small children The adoption and sponsorship ofthe nieces had begun prior to the

fiancées relationshipwith the Applicant

In his own testimony and that of the fiancée the Applicant has little to do with any of the children

in the home Although in some of the surveillance pictures presented with his small children the

Applicant seems to be joyful in other pictures it is difficult to see any joy I can come to no

reasonable conclusion from the surveillance photographs on this issue

5 Applicants Brief Tab 24
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A factual complicationhas been the acquisitionby the fiancée of two bars in Hamilton One has

been recently acquired and was not a factor in the Hearing Both bars include the name Tom

the Applicants name The fiancée has indicated that although these are her sole businesses she

named them after the Applicant so he could have something that he could feel good about

The Insurer commissioned surveillance of the Applicant at the fiancées first bar The Applicant

spends a great deal of time at the bar He also appears to provide some assistance in the business

such as running errands with bank deposits bringing in ice and similar tasks One ofthe still

photographs shows him behind the bar speaking to what I would presume are patrons Although

he has appeared behind the bar in the surveillance evidence none of the surveillance shows him

pouring drinks serving food making cash or otherwise performing any functions that would be

expectedofan employee The actions are not inconsistent for someone related to the owner of the

bar

An employeeof the bar ShaylaBrook testified She made it clear that the bar belongs to the

fiancée and the Applicantonly comes in because the fiancee does not like to leave him home by

himself The witness commented that the Applicant does not seem to have any interests or hobbies

outside ofcoming to the bar

The fiancée was much blunter When asked why she would take the Applicant to her bar she

answered that it was cheaper that he should drink at her bar rather than somewhere else She

acknowledges that the Applicanthas trouble managing his alcohol intake but suggested it is easier

to manage him at a bar she controls

Although the issue of the Applicantspartial ownership ofthe bars was suggested I find that there

is no evidence to support it The surveillance evidence is consistent with the testimony on the

issue although the Applicant may run the odd errand for the bars owned by his fiancée he does

not have any employmentor managerialfunctions

Medical and Other Evidence relating to Benefits

One important declaration affecting benefits catastrophic impairment and two ongoing benefits

7
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income replacementbenefits and attendant care benefits have been sought by the Applicant In

addition to the factual evidence referred to above medical expert testimony was providedby the

parties on these issues as follows I have already commented on the familyphysicians evidence

Dr Jacques Gouws was qualified as an expert in Clinical Psychology and testified for the

Applicant His report of September 12 2016 is in evidence His conclusion is that the Applicants

prognosis for future full psychological recovery is extremelybleak The prognosis is further

complicatedby the fact that the Applicant is psychologicallyrather unsophisticated

Dr Gouws was also part of a multi disciplinaryassessment that assessed the Applicant for

catastrophic impairment As a part ofthat assessment Dr Gouws established that the Applicant

suffered a marked impairment in three domains and an extreme impairment in one concentration

persistence and pace of the domains established under Chapter 14 of the AMA Guidelines6

Dr Gouws is of the opinion that there is compellingclinical data that the Applicants current

psychologicaldifficulties are materially related to the MVA
7

On his examination and cross examination Dr Gouws reiterated the opinions made in his report

On cross examination he acknowledgedthat a netuopsychological assessment would have been

helpful in determining the Applicants condition On cross examination Dr Gouws also noted

that the Applicant should likelynot be driving but also noted that psychologists do not have

reporting obligationsfor drivers licence issues Dr Gouws also acknowledgedthat if there was

extensive surveillance evidence this might affect his opinion

Dr Felix Tyndale testified as an expert in neurology for the Insurer His report containing his

opinionwas available to me
8
It included the opinion that the Applicant suffered a mild

traumatic brain injury in the MVA He continues to report memory difficulty headaches daily

analgesic use for headaches reduced sense of taste reduced hearing and momentary imbalance

6
The American Medical Associations Guides to the Evaluation ofPermanent Impairment 4th edition 1993

also referred to in section 3 2 of the Schedule

7
Page 41 of his report Applicants Brief Tab 20

s Page 80 of Tab 22 of Applicants Brief
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with certain movements Dr Tyndale continues The accident related neurologicaldiagnosis

consists ofmild traumatic brain injury chronic post traumatic headaches and probable

medication overuse headaches Dr Tyndale deferred any opinionon the Applicants catastrophic

impairmentstatus to other assessors

On cross examination Dr Tyndale acknowledged that he did not formulate an opinion on the

Applicants ability to return to work On redirect he also acknowledged that in this case the best

assessor ofcognitive function would have been a neuropsychologist

Dr Michel Rathbone testified as an expert in neurologyfor the Applicant His reports9 are in

evidence As part of those reports I note that many ofDr Rathbones comments and diagnoses

touch on psychological findings Since these are outside ofthe expertiseofa neurologist I have

been careful to only consider Dr Rathbones findings that relate to his expertise In this regard

his conclusion is clear and unshakenby cross examination That opinion is that there are

neurologicalreasons for the Applicants psychological complaints Dr Rathbone has also

established that in his opinion the MVA is the reason for the Applicants limitations

Dr Rathbone is of the view that on a neurologicalbasis the Applicantwould find it difficult if

not impossible to work On catastrophic impairment Dr Rathbone onlydealt with the Applicants

whole person impairment which was not sufficient for a catastrophic impairment determination

On cross examination Dr Rathbone acknowledgedthat there were facts that he did not have

however on redirect he established that none of the gaps in the facts would have caused him to

change his opinion which was principallybased on his neurologicalexamination and file review

of the Applicant

Dr William Gnam was qualifiedas an occupationalpsychologist for the Insurer He examined

the Applicant for a catastrophic impairment determination As a part ofthat examination Dr

Gnam formed the opinion that the Applicant was purposely providing symptom amplification and

9
Tab 17 of Applicants Brief and part of Tab 21
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was attempting to consciouslymanipulate the psychometric tests that were administered This

opinionwas also reflected in his report Exhibit 9 relating to a test completed by the Applicant

was entered into evidence as an exampleofa test that was allegedlymanipulated by the

Applicant

Dr Gnam notes as part ofhis testimony that the fact that the Applicant was continuing to drive

was indicative ofhis high functioning in some of the domains relevant to the assessment of

catastrophic impairment He notes that it was unlikely to lead to a marked impairment in any

domain Dr Gnam opined that the Applicant was not catastrophicallyimpairedunder either

criteria 7 or 8 in his view

With respect to causation Dr Gnam in his reportil opined that If the Applicant does have mild

mental disorders it is possible that the MVA has made a direct causal contribution to those

disorders

In connection with the issue of the Applicants ability to work Dr Gnam referred to video

surveillance evidence as follows More objective and relevant to the determination of the

Applicants capacity to manage work like stresses is the video surveillance evidence which

depicts Mr T I managingcontinuous hours ofvaried and complexwork functions with no

evidence of deterioration

Myown review of the surveillance evidence did not draw me to the same factual conclusion

Although the Applicant is seen at the fiancées bar for hours at a time I did not see him managing

various and complexwork functions I saw him principallysitting on a barstool I did not see him

at any time serving alcohol or food or taking cash which would have been expected ifhe was

working there

Other relevant medical and associated evidence includes the following

1 Applicants Brief Tab 22 Page 53

Page 56

10
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IncomeReplacement Benefits An OCF 3 was submitted to the Insurer signed by the family

physician on February 12 2014
12

Other income information including tax returns has been

provided No other OCF 3 suggesting a permanent inabilityto carry on employmentactivities has

been submitted by the Applicant

Long Term Disability and CPP Disability claims have been approved for the Applicant Because

such claims do not need to prove causation and may have different tests for disability than the

income replacementbenefits IRB test in my view they are not fullydeterminative ofthe

issue ofbenefits under the Schedule I still need to make my own independent determination using

the specific criteria of the Schedule

I did note above in footnote 2 that the parties have agreed that the correct weekly amount ofIRBs

if they are awarded is 326 00 per week I see no reason to disagree with this amount It appears

to be reasonablysupported by the other information I have been provided about the pre MVA

income and the receipt of other payments

A letter of January 24 2017 signed by various health professionals relating to the Applicants

ability to workwas provided The letter suggests that the Applicant is deemed disabled sic

from any occupation that he is reasonablysuited for by education training and experience I note

that the letter does not provide any additional background or basis for this opinion However I

also note that there was little cross examination on the statement when some of the authors

testified

The IRB was terminated as ofJuly 10 2015 on the basis of assessments conducted by Dekar

Debow and Jaroszynski 14
Ms Dekars reports15 relate to the Applicants functional abilities She

was of the opinion that the Applicant demonstrated a sedentary level ofwork capacity She was

also of the opinion that the Applicant demonstrated a self limiting level ofperformance

12 Applicants Brief Tab 35

13
Applicants Brief Tab 38

14
InsurersBrief Tab 14

b Applicants Brief Tabs 40 and 41

11
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Dr Debows report dealt with the Applicants psychiatric condition The opinion rendered was

that there was no psychiatric condition that led to a substantial inabilityto perform the essential

tasks ofhis pre accident employment I do note that there is no analysis in this report as to what

those tasks were I also note that the Applicant was suspect for consideration but not diagnosed

with fulfillingcriteria ofself report with limited reliability

Dr Jaroszynski17 provides a physiatrists opinion This report notes the significant pre MVA

lower back pain and the possibilitythat the family physician was about to recommend that the

Applicant should stop working as a result The report notes that there was not a significant

traumatic injury Significant symptom magnification is also noted on the part of the Applicant

The report concludes that as a result ofthe foregoing the Applicant does not have a substantial

inability to perform the essential tasks of the pre MVA employment I note that the report does

not actuallysuggest what those tasks are It is also unknown to what extent the assessors

concerns about symptom magnificationentered into his conclusion

There are a number ofaddenda to these reports which do not change the final conclusions

Attendant Care Benefits Report and Form 1 completedby Margo Kindree dated June 5 2015
18

The Form 1 shows 2 036 27 as the monthly amount of the attendant care benefit sought

The Insurer has also had an occupational therapyreportprepared dated August 17 2015 The

Form 1 accompanying the report shows 0 as the monthly amount of attendant care payable That

report and the accompanyingexplanationofbenefits also suggest a sub par effort on the part of

the Applicant

Evidence was presentedby the fiancée that she sustained an economic loss to join the Applicant in

Hamilton from Toronto where she originallylived by giving up employment at two locations and

also having to sell her home

16 Applicants Brief Tab 42

17 Applicants Brief Tab 43

18 Applicants Brief Tab 25
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Medical Claim for 5 005 45 An OCF 18 by Margo Kindree dated May 16 2015 was

submitted Occupational therapy coaching and a number ofassistive devices were proposed

The Insurer obtained a report responding to this which showed only 42 44 of the proposed

assistive devices as being reasonable and necessary I note that this amount was not paid out by

the Insurer

SUBMISSIONS AND ANALYSIS

The Applicant submits that he was substantially injured in the MVA and his impairments are

sufficient that he should be entitled to a declaration ofcatastrophic impairment as well as a

finding ofhis entitlement to lRBs To further support his claim for IRBs he points to his having

been declared entitled to long term disabilitybenefits and a CPP disabilitypension

The Applicant further submits that he should be entitled to an attendant care benefit based on his

fiancées assistance and that she has suffered an economic loss by providingthat assistance He

seeks the medical and assistive devices benefit as appropriate for the occupationaltherapy devices

recommended Finally he seeks a special award on the basis that the Insurer improperly delayed

paying him these benefits

The Insurer submits that there are two indicia to suggest that the Applicant does not have a valid

claim for any ofthe benefits sought The first is that the MVA is not the root cause ofhis current

difficulties The Insurer suggests that the Applicants chronic lower back problems well

documented in the Ford and the familyphysicians records had the Applicant discussingpossibly

going offofworkprior to the MVA His current pain is merely an extensionof that in the

Insurers submissions

The second is that the Insurer points to the many reports suggesting a sub maximal effort on the

part ofthe Applicant in presenting himself to assessors The Insurer also couples this with copious

surveillance evidence to suggest that the Applicant is not hindered in his lifestylebut is rather able

13
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to assist his fiancee in running her business and is seeking to make that with his sub maximal

efforton assessments

I analyzeeach of the benefits sought as follows

CatastrophicImpairment

The Applicantcan be determined to be catastrophicallyimpaired in one of two ways the first

which is not applicablegiven the Applicants own reports is on the basis of a whole body

impairment percentage The second and most relevant is through an assessment of the

Applicants functioning in four domains

The relevant subsections of the Schedule read as follows

2 For the purposes of this Regulation a catastrophic impairment caused by an accident

is

f subject to subsections 4 5 and 6 an impairment that in accordance

with the American Medical Associations Guides to the Evaluation ofPermanent

Impairment 4th edition 1993 results in a class 4 impairment marked impairment

or class 5 impairment extreme impairment due to mental or behavioural disorder

5 Clauses 2 e and f do not apply in respect ofan insured person who sustains an

impairment as a result of an accident unless

b two years have elapsed since the accident

Chapter 14 of the American Medical Associations Guides to the Evaluation ofPermanent

Impairment 4th edition 1993 further allow us to understand the terms ofClass 3 4 or 5

impairment Specifically a Class 3 impairment is known as a moderate impairment and is

further explainedby Impairment levels are compatiblewith some but not all useful functioning

14
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Class 4 is a marked impairment and is explained Impairment levels significantly impede useful

functioning Class 5 is an extreme impairment and is explainedas Impairment levels preclude

useful functioning

In order to prevail an Applicant need only demonstrate marked impairment in one of the four

domains of function set out in the AMA Guidelines The four domains of functioning are a

activities ofdaily living b social functioning c concentration persistence and pace and d

deterioration or decompensationin work or work like settings Domain d is sometimes also

referred to as adaptability

The first question is whether the Applicant suffers from any mental disorders

Although the Insurers assessors were not ready to support such a finding the Applicants

assessors and his own familyphysicianwould I also note the lay evidence ofthe brother that

there has been a significant change in the Applicants demeanour suggesting mental problems On

this latter issue I note the Supreme Court of Canadas decision in Saadati v Moorhead
19

which

held that a finding ofmental injury need not rest on only a psychological finding

Based on the evidence presented I conclude that the Applicant does have a mental disorder

The second question then is does the Applicant have a marked impairment in at least one domain

of functioning

Although there is no question in my mind that the Applicant has had some type of change in his

personalityand is functioningat a lower level after the MVA I do not fmd that in any ofthe four

domains of functioning it can be said that he has had more than a Class 3 or moderate impairment

The fact that he continues to drive is for me a significant indicator ofhis ability to not be

impeded in useful functioning

19
2017 1 S C R 543 2017 SCC 28 CanLII
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In argument on this point I have been referred to Cumberbatch and Guarantee2 and Saimaa and

Allstate
21

In both of these cases even though the applicants continued to drive they were found

still to be markedly impaired in functioninggiven the other limitations that they demonstrated

In this case although I have significant evidence ofdepressive tendencies and a change in

personality I have not had significant evidence ofhow this has impeded the Applicants

functioning As a fact I cannot find that in any of the four domains the Applicant suffers from

more than a moderate impairment at all He may be limited in some useful functioning he is not

limited in all or a significantportion ofuseful functioning

The Applicant is not catastrophicallyimpaired

Income ReplacementBenefits

In my determination of this benefit I must first deal with the Insurers submissions relating to the

fact that the OCF 3s information is insufficient or incompletehavingbeen competed so quickly

after the MVA In practice the requirementof forms is to provide the Insurer sufficient

information in order to ensure that it can properly adjust a claim

In the case of this OCF 3 there is no argument made that somehow the Insurer was ever hindered

in its task ofhaving information on which to adjust the claim for IRBs Its assessors reports make

it clear that they were well aware of the Applicants pre MVA employmentand were able to

obtain the appropriate information from the employer in order to assess the claim

There are two relevant rules and periods for an IRB in this case These are found in section 6 of

the Schedule

The first rule applicable to the first 104 weeks post MVA is that the Applicant suffers a

substantial inabilityto perform the essential tasks ofhis pre MVA1 employment The second

20
FSCO All 001210 Stuart Muteh January 28 2016

21
FSCO A11 000956 Eban Bayefsky February 26 2016
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applicableafter the first 104 weeks is that as a result of the accident the insured person is

suffering a complete inabilityto engage in any employmentor self employment for which he or

she is reasonablysuited by education training or experience

Both tests also depend on an impairment being caused by the MVA

I begin with that requirement Am I satisfied that the Applicant was injured as a result of the

MVA The Insurer submits that I should take note ofthe Applicants restricted effort on

assessments the lack of clear medical evidence ofa significant trauma the fact that the Applicant

had a significant history of lower back problems including a year offofwork and the surveillance

evidence showing him sitting in his fiancées bar

To my analysis the most significant evidence I have of an impairmentcaused by the MVA is the

testimony ofboth the brother and the familyphysician Although each of these witnesses have

possible biases in the case ofthe familyphysician I would expect her to be an advocate for her

patients health care needs I believe both have providedme with reliable testimonyon the

Applicants condition both before and after the MVA

The traumamay not have involved broken bones However I am convinced that in the MVA

something did happen to the Applicant There is evenproof in some of the Insurers assessments

to this effect Dr Guam for example acknowledges that the MVA had a causal contribution Dr

Tyndale acknowledges mild traumatic brain injury

The most significant witness on this issue is the familyphysician She is an expert trained in

medical care she has had many visits with the Applicant over time spanning both before and after

the MVA and she provides me with her view that the Applicant is incapableof goingback to

work at Ford

As it turns out this last view providesme with sufficient evidence for pre 104 IRBs and gives me

a good start on the analysis ofpost 104 week benefits The test for post 104 benefits takes into

account an applicants education training and experience

17
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In this case Iknow from the Insurers functional assessor Ms Dakar that the Applicant can only

achieve sedentary tasks There is no question that in his pre MVA employmenthe was always on

his feet and engaged in lifting heavy loads

The Applicants education is grade 8 in an Eastern Europeanschooling system He seems to be

functionallyilliterate in writing and reading English On this latter point I wonder how much of

the frustration of assessors suggesting self limitations were in part generatedby difficulties in

trying to read and write and even understanding spoken English I do not make a finding on this

point I only note that this point was sufficient for me to inquire if some of the tests were available

in Albanian

The Applicants prospects for re employmentare bleak He is unlikely to find any position that

allows him to sit and does not require higher language skills Although the surveillance suggests

that he might possiblybe suited to bar work that is reallynot a comparable position His

employmentstatus and income as an Assembler at Ford would be a great deal higher than the

minimum wage and tips that would be achieved in the hospitalitysector I also note there is little

in the hospitalitysector that does not involve staying on ones feet for a long period of time

Retrainingwould not seem to be an option either Again language and personalitywould likely

get in the way ofallowingthe Applicant to restart in some other field

I apply the general approach suggested by Burtch v Aviva Insurance Co ofCanada
22

I have

analyzedthe Applicants ability to return to comparablework that he had pre MVA in a number

ofways all of these end up in the same conclusion for me there is no employmentavailable for

the Applicant

The Applicant is entitled to both pre 104 week and post 104 week IRBs

22
2009 ONCA 479
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Attendant Care Benefits

I make an important finding offact I hold that the evidence does not sufficientlyestablish for me

that the fiancee has suffered any economic loss at any time post MVA I am not satisfied that her

testimony and the documents provided allow me to be satisfied that she had an economic loss The

actual timing of the lost work in Toronto is uncertain and significantlypredates the preparationof

the Form 1

Finally I acknowledge the applicabilityof the MVACFand Barnes23 case noting that this would

also have limited any claim ofattendant care to the economic loss actuallyproved

The Applicant is not entitled to an attendant care benefit

Medical andAssistive Devices

I note that I received no testimony on this issue Although the report that accompaniedthe OCF

18 gave a rationale for the provisionof the occupationaltherapy services I am not persuadedthat

they are sufficient for me to consider them as reasonable and necessary under the Schedule

Accordingly the Applicant is not entitled to this benefit

SpecialAward

Given my other decisions the Applicant has prevailed in only the IRB Have I had any evidence

that this benefit was withheld by the Insurer in an unreasonable manner

At all times in coming to its decision the Insurer acted with appropriateassessments which it fully

considered Its case up to and including the Hearingwas reasonable and its positions cannot be

criticized by me in any manner The examination and cross examination ofthe Insurers adjuster

does not alter this view at all The adjuster appropriately determined that the findings under the

long term disabilityclaim and the CPP disability claim were not relevant to her work in the same

way that I was not persuadedthey were relevant to my decision

23
FSCO P16 00087 Rogers April 6 2017
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The Applicant is not entitled to a special award in this case

Interest

Section 51 of the Schedule makes it clear that the Applicant is entitled to receive interest at the

rate of 1 percent per month compoundedmonthly on unpaid amounts which are overdue This

amount shall be paid on the outstanding benefits payable to the Applicant

EXPENSES

Ifthe parties are unable to agree on the entitlement to or quantum of the expenses of this matter

the parties may request an appointmentwith me for determination of same in accordance with

Rules 75 to 79 of the Dispute Resolution Practice code

e rtf 4
Marcel D Mongeon

Arbitrator

February 12 2018

Date
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